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Abstract—Due to the shrinkage of CMOS technology, wear-
out mechanisms such as Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) have
raised growing concerns for circuit reliability. BTI can cause
a threshold voltage shift in CMOS devices and consequently
increase circuit delay. This paper presents an ageing-aware gate-
level optimization approach that can be used in a modern
synthesis process. It aims to optimize a circuit to give improved
lifetime reliability under given area and timing constraints. A new
sensitivity metric is proposed as a function of area increase, delay
reduction, degradation reduction and design constraints. This
sensitivity metric can be adjusted to select the most favourable
gates in terms of circuit timing, lifetime or both. By iteratively
up-sizing the gates with the highest sensitivity, our proposed
optimization flow can meet any realizable area and timing
constraints, to give up to 3.3× lifetime improvement.

I. INTRODUCTION

As CMOS technology rapidly downscales, time-dependent
transistor degradation has posed a great challenge to circuit
reliability [1]. One of the most common wearout mechanisms,
Bias Temperature Instability (BTI), manifests itself as an in-
crease in transistor threshold voltage (Vth). For combinational
circuits, BTI-induced Vth shift (∆Vth) results in path delay
increase, eventually causing timing violations [2].

A practical approach to improve circuit lifetime at the
design stage is to leave additional timing margins [3], which
would increase the overheads of area and power. Thus, the cir-
cuit is over-designed. Alternatively, other work has proposed
slowing down the actual degradation speed. A methodology
to manipulate BTI stress by applying pin reordering and
logic restructuring is presented in [4]. In [5], an iterative
procedure is demonstrated to select and resize selected gates
by considering BTI. Although these techniques can improve
the lifetime reliability, the costs, in terms of other circuit
characteristics like delay and area, are not really controllable.
Thus an unacceptable overhead might be induced, especially
for a design with significant constraints. None of these works
has compared the performance penalties of their approaches
with that caused by a conventional over-design technique.

In this work, we present a gate-level optimization ap-
proach to mitigate BTI degradation for given constraints.
Specifically, we propose a new sensitivity metric that can be
adjusted according to the design specifications, to pick the
most favourable gate-level transformation in terms of timing,
lifetime or both. In addition, an optimization flow employing
the proposed sensitivity metric and gate up-sizing technique is
demonstrated to mitigate BTI and satisfy specific timing and
area constraints. We show that our strategy can be used as an
alternative to over-design by having less area cost.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
theory of BTI and degradation evaluation. Section III presents
the proposed sensitivity metric and optimization algorithm. In
Section IV, we show the results of our approach on some
circuits. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.

II. BTI EFFECT AND DELAY DEGRADATION

A. BTI Modelling

According to the Reaction-Diffusion (R-D) theory, BTI
can be physically described as the consequence of charge
generation on the transistor oxide interface [6]. The charges
are produced while the transistor is stressed (i.e. turned on),
and will be partially neutralized in the OFF state. Thus these
charges accumulate over time. The ratio of stressed time to the
total is known as the stress duty cycle, which also indicates the
signal probability (SP ) of a logic one/zero at a NMOS/PMOS
transistor in a digital circuit.

A simplified BTI model is presented in [2] to quantify the
delay shift (∆Dbti) for a given set of stress duty cycles and
operational times as follows:

∆Dbti = K.D0.α
n.tn (1)

where K is a constant parameter dependent on the technology
node, temperature and supply voltage; α is the stress duty cy-
cle; t represents the operational time; n is the time exponential
constant equal to 0.16 [2]; and D0 is the intrinsic delay.

Note that the proposed techniques in the remainder of this
work do not necessarily rely on above model. Models proposed
in other works like [7], are also compatible, since the trends
in degradation will still hold.

B. BTI Evaluation on Path Delay Degradation

According to Equation 1, BTI is workload dependent (i.e.
SP). Therefore, in order to evaluate path degradation due to
BTI, one needs to capture the correct workload character-
istics. Unfortunately, most previous work assumes that, for
simplicity, the SP at each primary input is 50% [3], [4]. This
assumption fails to take the unpredictability of data inputs into
consideration, for instance in a general purpose processor. The
results may therefore not be accurate.

For a modern digital circuit with a large number of primary
inputs, it is impractical to apply all the combinations of input
SP s, as the number is vast. Nevertheless, Bian et al, [8],
applied a finite number of SP s to all primary inputs, and
showed that the overall path delay degradation has a Gaussian-
like distribution. The Central Limit Theorem under weak
dependence [9], suggests that the sum of an infinite number



of weakly-dependent variables tends to have a Gaussian dis-
tribution. This condition is generally true for a combinational
path: the total delay degradation is the sum of ∆Dbti for
all transistors constructing the path, and the dependence of
∆Dbti on two transistors far enough apart from one another
is negligible. In fact, path degradations can only approximate
a Gaussian distribution, since a real path consists of finite
transistors. But path degradations for all combinations of SP
should be generally convergent in a limited interval.

Motivated by this assumption, a dataset consisting of 2,500
combinations of SP to all primary inputs was used to evaluate
the path degradations. The size of the dataset, 2,500, was found
in [8] to result in as consistent a distribution as those with more
samples. We denote the mean of the distribution as the nominal
path degradation (∆Dnominal). Figure 1 shows ∆Dnominal

due to Negative BTI (NBTI) for the critical path of an int to
float converter from the EPFL combinational benchmark suite,
[10]. The overall shape approximates a Gaussian distribution,
if we consider both NBTI and Positive BTI (PBTI). The circuit
is constructed from standard cells of a 65-nm technology node.
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Fig. 1. Nominal case critical path degradation in int2float converter

III. PROPOSED BTI-AWARE GATE-LEVEL OPTIMIZATION

A. Problem Formulation
Gate-level optimization in a modern synthesis process is

performed as the final optimization phase following logic-level
optimization and technology mapping. It attempts to meet the
exact timing/area constraint by selecting the optimal cells from
the library [11]. Nevertheless, current optimization techniques
in commercial synthesis tools are blind to ageing effects. Thus,
one can only over-design the circuit by putting in pessimistic
timing margins to compensate for the impact of ageing.

The technique proposed in this work applies one of the
most commonly used gate-level optimization transformations
– gate up-sizing, but other techniques like load isolation are
also applicable. The objective is not only to meet the design
demand for timing and area, but also to minimize the maximal
∆Dnominal in the entire circuit. Thus we can formulate the
problem for a circuit with N paths as follows:

Minimize ∆Dmax = max
1≤i≤N

(∆Dnominal
i )

Subject to Dmax = max
1≤i≤N

(Di) ≤ Dcons

A ≤ Acons (2)

where Di and Dnominal
i denote the intrinsic delay and delay

degradation of path i; Dmax and A indicate the maximal delay
and total area of current design; Dcons and Acons represent
timing and area constraints respectively.

B. A Constraint-related Sensitivity
Delay-area sensitivity (SD), represented by the fraction of

delay reduction over area increase, is used as a standard
metric for gate sizing in commercial synthesis tools [12]. The
transformation with the biggest delay-area sensitivity is per-
formed until the timing constraints are met. The optimization
aims to add as small as possible area to satisfy the timing
specifications. While this technique does not account for the
impact of BTI, degradation-area sensitivity (S∆D) is proposed
to identify the transformation that can reduce the greatest
degradation per unit area increase [5]. Since the degradation is
proportional to the intrinsic delay according to Equation 1, up-
sizing the gate with the highest S∆D would also be favourable
for circuit delay reduction. Thus the timing constraint would
be met eventually, with the cost of more area.

Obviously, the circuit area is not really controllable by using
either of the above sensitivities. We therefore propose a new
sensitivity metric combining both to realize any customized
area/timing constraints, as given by:

Sprop = Ccons.w.S∆D + SD (3)
where

Ccons = max(0,
Acons

A − 1

1− Dcons

Dmax

)

and Ccons is a constraint-related coefficient. w is a weight,
indicating the influence of S∆D on the proposed sensitivity,
Sprop. The value of w is adjustable to satisfy any given
constraints, as described in next subsection.

For better understanding of Equation 3, we analyse the
characteristics of Sprop under three scenarios:

Scenario 1: Consider a circuit with area A very close to or
bigger than Acons, while the delay Dmax is much greater than
Dcons. In such a case, Sprop is dependent mainly on SD, since
Ccons tends to be zero. This situation can be interpreted as
follows: if little area is left to accomplish a relatively big delay
decrease, the optimization should be dedicated to reducing the
delay and inducing as small an area increase as possible;

Scenario 2: Consider another extreme case, where Dmax

nearly reaches Dcons but the difference between A and Acons

is big. Then Ccons tends to infinity, and Sprop is thereby
determined by S∆D. This case indicates the remaining area
should be used to mitigate the degradation, if it is more than
sufficient to meet the timing constraint;

Scenario 3: If neither of the above holds, Ccons is a finite
number. Thus Sprop is determined by both SD and S∆D,
representing both delay and degradation in the transformation.

In summary, we can rewrite Equation 3 as follows:

Sprop =


SD,

Acons

A − 1� 1− Dcons

Dmax

Ccons.w.S∆D,
Acons

A − 1� 1− Dcons

Dmax

Ccons.w.S∆D + SD, otherwise

(4)



C. Optimization Algorithm for BTI Minimization

Figure 2 shows the proposed optimization algorithm to
minimize BTI degradation under given constraints. Firstly, the
weight w from Equation 4 is initialized to a finite number.
The initial value of w does not really matter, since it can be
adjusted in the remaining steps. However, a greater w indicates
S∆D has a stronger influence on Sprop, and the gate with high
S∆D is more likely to be up-sized. In such a case, the overall
optimization would bring about less degradation but more area
according to last subsection. Secondly, the critical path, where
the path delay is Dmax, needs to be identified. In addition,
because Sprop can be determined by both SD and S∆D, the
path with a degradation equal to ∆Dmax, or the ageing-critical
path, is identified as well. Afterwards, Sprop on all gates of the
critical/ageing-critical path is computed, and the gate with the
highest Sprop is sized up. The above steps are repeated until
Dcons is met. Finally, we check whether Acons is satisfied. A
pre-defined constant ε is used to restrict the acceptable range
of area: if the actual area does not lie in [Acons − ε, Acons],
w would increase or decrease depending on exact value of A,
and the design is restored to the initial state, where any gate-
level transformations have not yet been applied. A maximum
number of iterations can be set to give reasonable runtime.

Start

Initialize w

Identify the critical and ageing-critical
paths

Compute Sprop on all gates of critical
and ageing-critical paths

Up-size the gate with the greatest Sprop

Dmax ≤ Dcons?

Acons ≥ A? Decrease w, and
restore the circuit

Acons −A ≤ ε? Increase w, and
restore the circuitEnd

no

yes

no

yes

no
yes

Fig. 2. The optimization flow to minimize BTI effect under given constraints

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed approach has been validated by applying it to
several circuits from the EPFL combinational benchmark suite
[10] for the case of NBTI only. For each circuit, we used
Synopsys Design Compiler for logic-level optimization and

our approach for gate-level optimization to optimize away the
worst-case negative slack of 150ps. The area constraints were
given by the equivalent gate count, with respect to the area of
the smallest NAND cell. Referring to the three scenarios of
Section III-B, we set three area constraints as follows:

1) Acons = 0, indicating using the least possible area as in
Scenario 1. This constraint is set as a standard to be compared
with the two cases below, since SD is applied as a general
metric in current synthesis tools. We denote the final circuit
area in this case as Amin;

2) Acons =∞, meaning there is no upper limit for the area
as in Scenario 2. The final area is denoted as Amax;

3) Acons = Acus, where Acus represents the customized
maximal allowed area. By definition, our approach can find
the circuit with the optimal lifetime for any Acus within the
range of Amin and Amax. Here we show the case as Acus

equalling to the average of Amin and Amax, Scenario 3.
Figure 3 shows the NBTI lifetimes of the int to float

converter under the three area constraints after removing all
negative slacks. As can be seen, the lifetime is extended as
more area is used. Compared with the case of minimal area,
the lifetime increases 184.48% and 252.95% for Acons are
equal to Acus and ∞ respectively. This result indicates that
the lifetime can be significantly extended by a relatively small
amount of degradation reduction, because of the exponential
behaviour of BTI degradation with respect to the operational
time, as in Equation 1.
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Fig. 3. Degradation changes and lifetime increases of int2float converter

Table I presents the optimization results for the experimental
circuits. As can be seen, the minimal slacks of all circuits
are positive, revealing that the timing constraints are satisfied
by our proposed approach. In addition, the NBTI lifetime
is optimized within the given amount of area overhead. For
the case of Acons = 0, where the allowed area increase
is too small to remove all negative slacks, the proposed
approach can find the smallest design that satisfies the timing
constraint. Comparing to the case of minimal area, the lifetime
is improved by up to 337.48%.

We compare the optimized circuits by our approach with
the ones that are over-designed for the case of Acons = ∞,
in Table II. Equation 1 is used to compute the post-ageing
delay. Assume both techniques can assure the circuits working



TABLE I
CIRCUIT PERFORMANCES BY THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM (WORST SLACKS FOR ALL ORIGINAL CIRCUITS ARE -150PS)

Circuit Acons = 0 Acons = ∞ Acons = Acus

= (Amin +Amax)/2

Area
(Amin)

Min
slack
(ps)

Area
(Amax)

Min
slack
(ps)

Degradation
reduction
(%)

Lifetime
increase
(%)

Acons Area
Min
slack
(ps)

Degradation
reduction
(%)

Lifetime
increase
(%)

Int to float
converter 238.5 3.27 246.5 7.99 18.96 252.95 242.5 242.5 2.95 15.99 184.48

Alu control
unit 141.5 0.33 174.25 9.84 21.8 337.48 157.88 153 6.6 10.93 100.25

Lookahead
XY router 174 1.05 217.75 0.41 12.93 107.48 195.38 190.75 0.37 7.01 54.74

Coding-cavlc 694.5 11.34 705.5 29.28 9.14 77.75 699.5 698.25 11.64 2.37 15.56

properly in 10 years lifetime. 20% guardbands in terms of
timing is required by conventional over-designing for a 65-
nm technology from emperical study [3]. The guardbands are
realized by gate-level optimization (i.e. incremental mapping)
of Design Compiler. As can be noted, our approach can save
4.6% area on average to guarantee the same lifetime reliability.
Thus, the proposed approach can work as an alternative to
conventional over-design resulting in less area cost.

TABLE II
CIRCUIT PERFORMANCES OF OUR APPROACH AND OVER-DESIGNING

Circuit Over-design Our approach
10 yrs
Dmax

(ps)
Area

10 yrs
Dmax

(ps)
Area

Area
saving
(%)

Int to float
converter 496.65 261.76 496.22 246.5 5.82

Alu control
unit 315.08 182.25 308.4 174.25 4.39

Lookahead
XY router 577.03 221 577.18 217.75 1.47

Coding-cavlc 756.95 756.25 764.18 705.5 6.71
Average 4.60

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a novel gate-level optimization
approach for digital synthesis considering ageing. Unlike state-
of-the-art techniques, the objective of the proposed approach
is not only to improve the lifetime reliability, but also to make
sure the design is always within given specifications in terms
of timing and area. A constraint-related sensitivity metric con-
sidering both delay and degradation reductions is applied. The
sensitivity is adjustable to identify the most favourable trans-
formation with regard to circuit timing, lifetime or both. Our
optimization flow iteratively up-sizes the most favourable gate,
which has the highest sensitivity according to the proposed
metric. The results show for any realizable customized design
specifications, our approach manages to find the design within
the constraints, and with up to 337.48% lifetime improvement
for the case of NBTI. By definition, this approach is also
valid if considering both NBTI and PBTI. The cost of area
of our approach is 4.6% less compared with a conventional
over-design technique. Thus our approach is controllable and
applicable to trade off between circuit delay, area and lifetime.
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